DIFFUSER

Comparison
chart

Our line of essential oil diffusers offers a range of styles & specialised features for wherever the day takes you!
More than just offering a great décor choice, each of our stylishly designed, beautifully functional diffusers can
help you find your moment of essential oil Zen - on the road, at your desk or when unwinding at the end of a long day!

USB ORB

USB

DEWDROP

AROMALUX

ICON LEGEND
Coverage Area
Size / Dimensions

Reservoir Size
Weight
Orb™ Diffuser: This diffuser is as mobile
and hardworking as you are. Specially
designed to fit in a car’s cup holder, this
diffuser is spill-proof. Using versatile
USB power, the Orb™ Diffuser works
intermittently or continuously for up to 4.5
hours of aromatherapy bliss. The highly
portable, worry-free Orb™ Diffuser is right
at home in your car or child’s room.

USB Diffuser: Available in purple, black,
pink or white, our pocket-sized USB
Diffuser is as convenient as it gets. This
diffuser plugs into the USB port of any
computer and diffuses essential oils at
10, 30 or 60-second intervals without
water. Toss one into your desk drawer or
laptop bag and take pure essential oil
inspiration with you while you work.

DewDrop™ Diffuser: More than just an
aromatic diffuser, the DewDrop™ also
functions as a humidifier and atomiser
in one simple-to-use product. Inspired
by the purity and elegance of a drop of
dew, its features include a replaceable
ultrasonic plate and simplified, singlemode operation, making the DewDrop™
a great addition to any household.

AromaLux™ Diffuser: A compact
atomiser that uses biogeometry design
principles, the AromaLux™ offers highly
customisable lighting & interval settings
to disperse a fine mist of pure essential
oils. The AromaLux™ is the perfect choice
for diffusing fresh-smelling essential oils
such as Purification® in areas prone to
unpleasant odours, such as basements.

Close Area

Close Area

Medium Room

Very Large Room

9 (diameter) x 10.5 cm

8.5 x 2 x 1.5 cm

13.5 x 13.5 x 19 cm

13 x 13 x 14.7 cm

160 ml

1 ml

180 ml

15 ml or 5 ml oil bottle

0.2 kg

0.142 kg

0.44 kg

0.345 kg

Ultrasonic diffusion

Atomising diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Atomising diffusion

5227 - Orb™ Diffuser
525602 - Replacement Wicks
(3 pk)

5223 - Black
5224 - White
5225 - Pink
5226 - Purple

533002 - DewDrop™ Diffuser
546302 - PSK with DewDrop™
Diffuser
21253 - Healthy Home PSK

469502 - AromaLux™ Atomising
Diffuser
469402 - Atomiser Top

(approx. 4.5 m2)

$42.00 whsl. $55.25 rtl. 15.50 PV

(approx. 14 m2)

$37.00 whsl. $48.70 rtl. 12.00 PV

(approx. 30 m2)

$105.00 whsl. $138.15 rtl. 38.25 PV

(approx. 65 m2)

$178.00 whsl. $234.20 rtl. 65.75 PV
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RAINSTONE

BAMBOO

ARIA

DOLPHIN REEF & DINO LAND

ICON LEGEND
Coverage Area
Size / Dimensions

Reservoir Size
Weight
Rainstone Diffuser: Sleek and easy to
use, the Rainstone Diffuser is handmade
by trained ceramic artisans. Use the
remote control to choose 1, 2, 3, 6 or 8
hours of continuous ultrasonic diffusion
with automatic shutoff, soft LED light
settings & negative ioniser settings. With
a modern design, the Rainstone matches
any minimalist home or office décor.

Aria™ Diffuser: Combining useful
features and beautiful, unique natural
styling, the Aria™ offers timer settings,
automatic shutoff and multicolored
LED lights. Paired with our Frankincense
essential oil, the Aria™’s soothing built-in
music or auxiliary audio port makes it a
great companion for your yoga practice
or a relaxing bath.

Dolphin Reef™ & Dino Land™ Diffusers:
The exclusive Dolphin Reef™ & Dino
Land™ Diffusers feature interchangeable
covers to fit the same proprietary diffuser
motor. Each design will captivate your
children’s imaginations and transport
them to a colourful wonderland all while
enjoying the benefits of diffusing Young
Living’s 100% pure essential oils.

Medium Room

Medium Room

Medium Room

Average Bedroom

12.8 x 12.8 x 17 cm

12.5 x 7.5 x 25 cm

21.5 (diameter) x 15.5 cm

27.5 x 26.6 x 24.8 cm (Dolphin)
26.5 x 26.9 x 22.7 cm (Dino)

200 ml (+/- 10 ml)

120 ml

260 ml

160 ml

2.2 kg

0.91 kg

2.3 kg

1.9 kg

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

533102 - Rainstone Diffuser

459202 - Bamboo Diffuser
546402 - PSK with Bamboo
Diffuser

452402 - Aria™ Diffuser
4540 - Glass Dome
4541 - Remote
546502 - PSK with Aria™ Diffuser

533302 - Dino Land™ Diffuser
533402 - Dino Land™ Cover
533202 - Dolphin Reef™ Diffuser
533502 - Dolphin Reef™ Cover

(approx. 30 m2)

$275.00 whsl. $361.85 rtl. 101.75 PV
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Bamboo Diffuser: With an elegant,
bamboo-inspired design, this addition
to our line of diffusers offers up to four
hours of continuous and quiet ultrasonic
diffusion with soft LED lights for a pure,
serene indoor environment. Use it to
diffuse Joy™ essential oil blend on your
bathroom counter for a beautiful,
spa-like touch.

(approx. 30 m2)

$137.95 whsl. $181.50 rtl. 50.75 PV

(approx. 40 m2)

$349.00 whsl. $459.20 rtl. 135.00 PV

(approx. 20 m2)

Dolphin: $157.00 whsl. $206.60 rtl. 47.50 PV
Dino: $152.00 whsl. $200.00 rtl. 46 PV

Visit YoungLiving.com.au to learn more about our versatile diffusers for
every room, every lifestyle and every day!
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